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Introduction∗
The Place of the Artist in Gissing’s Poetics
M T C, E E
C H∗∗

The essays collected in this volume began life as presentations
given at an international George Gissing Conference, which
convened in March  at the University of York. The event
alone, the fourth of its kind, would be evidence enough of
the remarkable upsurge of academic interest in Gissing over
the past six decades or so, were we to omit mentioning the
mass of publications of and about the man and his work in
the same period (which, as Pierre Coustillas correctly notes,
«now surpasses in bulk the amount devoted to most other
Victorian novelists, with the sole exceptions of Dickens and
Hardy» ), or again the enviable vitality of the «Gissing Journal»,
formerly «Gissing Newsletter». The York Conference did not
only serve to highlight the novelist’s regained pre–eminence, it
also made possible a better appreciation of the current state of
Gissing studies and of the sheer variety of critical approaches
his work seems to be attracting. The Conference topic — Gis∗

The editors have used Merriam–Webster Dictionary online for hypheniza-

tion.
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Huguet, Senior Lecturer at the University of Lille, France.
. P. C, The Heroic Life of George Gissing, Part I: –, Pickering &
Chatto, London , p. .





Introduction

sing’s Vision of Art and Literature — thus purposely called for
multidisciplinary approaches and proposed to extend the focus
to all aspects of Gissing as an artist, notably his engagement
with late Victorian aesthetics.
The choice was a logical one, given the novelist’s lifelong
self–reflexive stance. If New Grub Street immediately comes to
mind as Gissing’s most famous experiment with the conventions of the Künstlerroman, fascinating portraits of the artist are
to be found disseminated in the rest of the corpus. Gissing’s
fiction is full of internal metalanguage, constantly reaffirming tenets by which he is now remembered and reassessing
contemporary literary orthodoxies. Many of his letters and
personal writings similarly show him (re)inventing himself as
a unique voice, raising interpretative interrogations upon the
medium used by fellow writers (including his own brother
Algernon, the would–be novelist upon whom he patiently lavished “professional” advice for the best part of his life), by contemporary artists and himself. To the critic, such comments
scattered throughout Gissing’s writing career have now become invaluable language wondering about language, providing fresh evidence that, with the storyteller, “consciousness”
invariably becomes “conscientiousness” . Thus, the definition
Gissing gave of himself as artist as early as  forcefully illuminates his lifelong determination to offer more than enticing
period–piece reading experiences:
I am by degrees getting a certain confidence in myself, & beginning
to find my right place in the world. [. . . ] My attitude henceforth is
that of the artist pure & simple. The world is for me a collection
of phenomena, which are to be studied & reproduced artistically.
In the midst of the more serious complications of life, I find myself
suddenly possessed with a great calm, withdrawn, as it were, from
the immediate interests of the moment, & able to regard everything
as a picture. I watch & observe myself just as much as others. The
. G. G, “To Rev. George Bainton”,  Sept. , The Collected Letters
of George Gissing, ed. P.F. Mattheisen, A.C. Young, and P. Coustillas, vol. , Ohio
University Press, Athens , p. .
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impulse to regard every juncture as a “situation” becomes stronger
& stronger. In the midst of desperate misfortune I can pause to make
note for future use, & the afflictions of others are to me materials
for observation.

Gissing the consummate artist awakening to the infinite
potentialities of the world’s “phenomena” was also an avid
reader, studious and concentrated . His «prodigious appetite»,
Pierre Coustillas reminds us,
embraced not only books in English but in French, German, Italian
and Spanish literature, which he could all read in the original, let
alone the Russian works with which he became acquainted through
French and German translations, and the same can be said of the
Scandinavian plays and novels to which he had access thanks to
the brave but not invariably brilliant efforts of a few pioneering
linguists.

As has been amply demonstrated by, notably, Pierre Coustillas and David Grylls, what further coloured the novelist’s
self–fashioning was his astounding erudition in many fields.
He was in particular — this is a remarkable idiosyncratic trait —
a knowledgeable classicist . The passionate student in him of so
many disciplines including the languages and cultures of antiquity again and again addressed the gap (and indeed, “paradox”,
as Grylls sees it) between the marked hopelessness of some of
his scenarios and his own intimate belief in individual tenacity
and will power. Arguably, Workers in the Dawn remains Gissing’s
most striking record of indestructible, infinitely attractive ideals
. Ivi, “To Algernon”,  July , vol.  (), p. .
. See notably his invaluable list of favourite novels, ivi, “To the Editor of
Pearsons’s Weekly”,  Dec. , vol.  (), pp. –.
. P. C, op. cit., p. .
. See S.V. G, George Gissing, Classicist, University of Pennsylvania Press,
Philadelphia ; F. S, George Gissing: A Critical Study, Kennicat Press, Port
Washington, N.Y.  [third ed.], pp. –; and, more recently, J. K, “Gissing
and Ancient Rome”, A Garland for Gissing, ed. B. Postmus, Rodopi, Amsterdam–New
York , pp. –.
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in the very act of plaguing the hero with an acute awareness
of nothingness, and then consigning him to Schopenhauerian
“non–existence”.
Inevitably, the paradox of Gissing also fashions his self–definition both as realist, reform–minded novelist and as intellectual with the privilege of a real, solid culture . Perhaps, it also
accounts for his uneasy, dichotomous relation to beauty, both
contemplated at a personal level and fictionalised. Indeed, in
most of Gissing’s work there is a tension between a pragmatic,
almost sociological urge and the expression of artistic leanings,
of an inward turning — again, Workers in the Dawn with its
memorable aestheticisation of Niagara Falls in the ending chapter provides early evidence of the novelist’s mystical striving
for the beautiful and the sublime.
One begins to feel that, in a Gissing text, the contention
which this split allegiance between “a realist–engagé poetics”
and the worship of art as escape from others foregrounds is
over the place of mimesis itself. The storyteller’s poetics of the
descriptive cannot be alone understood in terms of his reputed
embeddedness in the culture of his day or of the earnestness
with which he strove to achieve reality effects (as his working
notes would abundantly prove), since Gissing saw himself primarily as a more detached devotee of art “pure & simple”. In
a famous letter to his brother Algernon, he observed that the
artist should «keep apart, & preserve [his] soul alive» because
the natural environment of the artist is «the shade [where he]
. On this, see A. P, Gissing in Context, Macmillan, London and Basingstoke  (Poole underlines Carlyle’s influence on Gissing as regards the notion
of “integrity”, that «plays such a central role in the life and work of Gissing and other
late–Victorian writers», p. ), and M. R, “‘To show a man of letters’: Gissing,
Cultural Authority and Literary Modernism”, George Gissing: Voices of the Unclassed,
ed. M. Ryle and J. Bourne Taylor, Ashgate, Aldershot , pp. –.
. L. V, “Writing in the Dawn”, Writing Otherness. The Pathways of George
Gissing’s Imagination, ed. C. Huguet, Equilibris, Haren (NB), The Netherlands ,
p. . See also, on his realistic aesthetics in Workers in the Dawn, G. G, “To
Algernon”,  Jan. , The Collected Letters of George Gissing, cit., vol.  (), pp.
–.
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can make a world within the world» . Thus, although Gissing
was from the first especially designated as a novelist of slums
and prostitution, in whose work one might confidently trust
to find all the minutiae of life, recent criticism has made a
point of foregrounding his nuanced, ambivalent use of familiar realist strategies in the representation of the boroughs east
of London, upending, in particular, the commonly accepted
notion that he was intimately acquainted with the criminal
East End of Whitechapel slums . What implicitly results from
such reassessments of the Gissing corpus is the idea of a superimposition of an imagined, metaphorical topography of the
city on a journalistic mapping of its meanders. Gissing thus
emerges as a major practitioner of what theoreticians of realist
discourse have recently analysed as forms of intermittent realism. Philippe Hamon, for instance, convincingly identifies two
opposed, but possibly complementary, functions of the “realist
attitude” — «a ‘horizontal’, encyclopaedic realism [. . . ] striving
for an exhaustive inventory of surfaces [. . . ], and a ‘vertical’
realism which sees the real as hidden below the surface and
needing to be decrypted in order to be brought to light» .
. Ivi, “To Algernon”,  Sept. , vol.  (), pp. –.
. See in particular R. D (“George Gissing and the ‘Other’ East End”, Writing Otherness. The Pathways of George Gissing’s Imagination, cit., pp. –); P. ’E
(“Alien Territories: Gissing’s Cartography of The Nether World”, ivi, pp. –); L.D.
M (“Certainties and Contingencies: George Gissing and the Break–Up of the
Centre”, ivi, pp. –; L. V, op. cit., among others. For instance, Dennis has
offered convincing evidence that, prior to the late s, Gissing was uncomfortable
aestheticising the squalid streets and rookeries marked in black and dark–blue on
Charles Booth’s poverty maps of  and . It took him over a decade (in fact,
until the  revision of The Unclassed) to reroute several of the protagonists’ walks
and relocate the action “down east”, although he had visited the East End as early
as February , while he was working on this novel.
. «un réalisme ‘horizontal’ encyclopédique [. . . ] qui vise à l’inventaire exhaustif des surfaces [. . . ], et un réalisme ‘vertical’ qui pense que le réel est caché
sous la surface, est à décrypter pour être mis à jour» (translation ours). “Entretien avec Philippe Hamon par Guillaume Bellon”, “Le Descriptif, ‘ce délaissé de
l’impérialisme narratologique. . . ’”, «Recto/Verso» N° -Du Descriptif, Oct. .
http://www.revuerectoverso.com/spip.php?article.

